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We are thrilled that this year’s record £40 million fundraise was fully 
subscribed. Since our launch in 2013, we have invested £79.1 million 
in 40 active companies, helping strong management teams deliver 
their vision. We look forward to using the funds raised to make a 
number of new investments whilst also providing follow‑on funding 
for current portfolio companies, where capital will further accelerate 
their growth plans. 

We are also pleased to have expanded the Pembroke team with 
three additional staff members this year. In June we welcomed Angus 
Nodder as an Investment Associate who joined us from Ruffer LLP 
where he held the same position. Angus works within the Pembroke 
investment team evaluating and transacting new opportunities. 

We welcomed Stefania Ponzo in June as Portfolio Director,  
focusing on existing investments within the Pembroke portfolio. 
Stefania has 12 years’ experience in venture capital and asset 
management. She has sector expertise within health‑tech, fintech, 
consumer services and SaaS models, having previously worked at 
Coutts and Downing LLP.

We have also hired a new Portfolio Associate, Dalesh Maisuria who 
will be joining us in August. 
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£40 million  
2020/21 fundraise fully subscribed

£9�7 million  
share buyback in April 2021

We have paid  £18�6 million in dividends to shareholders 

and propose a further £4 million in October 2021

Increased AUM (year to March 
2021) £106 million to  

£131 million
Increased total return (year to March  
2021) from 121.3 pence per share to  

132�8p per share
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Exit:
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“

Kara Rosen
Founder of Plenish”

2.3x 
return on 

investment

I am so grateful to the team at Pembroke who believed in Plenish 
from an early stage and who have been the most incredible 
investors. They over‑delivered on their promise to support 
founders through the good and the hardest of times with 

contacts, strategic advice and a consistent positive 
force cheering in your corner.

We are thrilled to announce that we have sold our 
stake in Plenish, the award‑winning plant‑based 
milks and plant‑powered juice brand. The innovative 
beverage brand, which was one of our earliest 
investments in 2013, has been acquired by Britvic to 
boost its plant‑based drinks portfolio and cater to the 
growing demand for healthy and nutritious juices.

Plenish was founded in 2012 by Kara Rosen who 
after moving from the US saw a gap in the UK market 
for cold pressed juices with no added sugar. The 
company’s product offering has since grown to offer a 
range of plant‑based milks and plant‑powered juices, 
which are now widely stocked at major supermarkets. 
Plenish achieved B Corp status in 2020 and became the 
first plant‑based drinks brand to be carbon negative.

Kara Rosen, Founder of Plenish, said: 

“I’m so excited for Plenish to join forces with Britvic, who 
I’ve long admired as a brilliant builder of brands, and 
shares similar values, particularly around healthier people 
and planet. Together we can reach more people in more 
places with products and programmes that help you feel 
good, made in a way that you can feel happy about. 



Portfolio highlights

Boom merges with Kobox and Barrecore 
to create United Fitness Brands

As one of our earliest investments, we are delighted that 
boutique spin studio Boom Cycle has led the merger with 
popular boxing club, Kobox and barre studio, Barrecore,  
to create a newly formed fitness supergroup ‘United  
Fitness Brands’. 
The acquisition will extend the United Fitness Brands 
portfolio to over 20 sites, taking the business to a national 
level for the first time and further cementing their mission 
to become Europe’s largest boutique studio chain.
Robert Rowland, co-founder of Boom Cycle, comments, 
“Naturally the endless lockdowns have been a huge hit to 
Boom Cycle, but in the spirit of never letting a good crisis 
go to waste we wanted to make sure we came out of the 
pandemic stronger.’’

Boom merges with Kobox and Barrecore 
to create United Fitness Brands 

In 2021 Beryl has cemented their place as the dominant 
player in the UK. The business has: 

• Won the Greater Manchester contract, now deploying 
1,500 vehicles

• Launched 1,500 bikes and e-bikes on their platform  
in the West Midlands 

• Increased the number of TfL connected bikes to  
over 7,000

• Deployed electric vehicles into all their schemes, 
including an additional 1,000 new e-scooters

The UK’s leading bike and 
micromobility company
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The popular museum app has signed major multi-year 
partnerships with museums globally including Royal 
Museums Greenwich, UK; Belvedere Palace, Austria;  
van Abbemuseum of modern art, NL; Indian Heritage 
Centre, Singapore; and Lathi Museums, Finland.

The platform has surpassed the 2.5 million users mark 
and the business is launching Museum Marketplace in  
July 2021, an eCommerce platform with products from 
international venues such as National Gallery, 
Smithsonian, Louvre and MoMA. 

Due to the pandemic, it’s no surprise that e-commerce  
is up by 127% in 2021. 

Wholesale customers who have not ordered over the 
pandemic now have an appetite to buy, and are looking  
to purchase SS22 and in-season stock. Based on requests 
from the company’s wholesale and direct customers, the 
business is launching a jewellery line in the same bold 
colourful ascetic as the shoes. 

A number of A list celebrities including Rita Ora, Jessica 
Alba and Halle Berry have started wearing the brand, 
raising the profile of the distinctive ladies’ shoe brand. 

New restaurant in St John’s Wood
Chucs’ sixth London site - located on St. John’s Wood’s Circus 
Road - opened on 12 July. With 84 covers and room for 150 
standing, a spectacular white marble bar, plus a chic outdoor 
terrace, it’s the group’s largest project to date. For pre-
bookings, visit www.chucsrestaurants.com/st-johns-wood  
or call 020 4537 6277.
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Over the last 12 months Rubies has pivoted from a focus 
on restaurant trade to retail. 

Rubies in the Rubble ketchup and mayo is now listed in 
over 2500 distribution points nationally including national 
listings in Waitrose, Morrison’s, and straight to consumers 
doors through Amazon & Ocado.

Rubies are working alongside Gousto over the summer to 
put Rubies ketchup into 70,000 homes via a burger box 
collaboration, driving trial for the product. 

With lockdown easing and the onset of summer, the  
ice cream business has brought on over 200 accounts  
in cafés, restaurants, deli’s and retail, in London and 
further afield. 

2021 has seen new launches into Tesco and Waitrose as 
well as Amazon fresh stores. The business had a record 
month in June this year, 108% up on June 2020. 
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The hearing protection business for industrial workers  
has closed a record-breaking contract with HS2 this year 
and has also closed a record-breaking quarter, signing 
eleven new deals.  
Eave have achieved international expansion to  
Hong Kong via Gammon Construction, Singapore  
via VSL and Czech Republic via Wienerberger. 

To date Rubies has saved 360 
tonnes of fruit and veg from 

going to waste with a  
carbon footprint saving  

of 295,500 KG  
of CO2!

360tonnes
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ME+EM has just been named the UK’s fifth fastest growing 
fashion business according to FRP and CWM’s Fastest 
Growing UK Fashion Retailers 2021 report. 

The luxury womenswear brand has had a successful  
first half in 2021 with significant worldwide online 
growth, including the USA, Australia and Germany.  
All six stores reopened in April and are trading well  
ahead of expectation. A new concession opened  
in Harrods on 24 May, which compliments  
existing luxury department stores in Selfridges  
London and Manchester. 

ME+EM now offer ‘try at home before you buy’  
concierge style service in London, in partnership  
with Harper Concierge. 

Roto VR’s ‘try before buying’ activation in Selfridges 
(London) has proven a success, so much so, that 
multiple Rotos have now been installed in-store  
to capitalise.

Roto’s partners, Selfridges and Smartech, are now 
looking to activate Roto in multiple locations, starting 
with Birmingham and Berlin respectively. Following 
this success, the company has launched a trial of  
an innovative new hybrid concept of ‘showroom-
arcade-retail’ at Westfield in White City.

The business continues to land high profile reviews, 
youtuber and influence partnerships. Three Rotos have 
been installed in St George’s Park campus for the 
England football team to enjoy during their downtime 
of the EURO2020 cup. 
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The digital marketplace that connects customers 
with local independent florists has now reached 
over 600 florists on their platform. After observing 
that so many of their florists were finding it 
increasingly difficult to photograph their own 
bouquets throughout lockdown, Floom launched 
the Floom Collection; a selection of products 
designed by their in‑house merchandising  
team, which can be used as a blueprint for other 
local independents to recreate themselves.

The business has had a successful year, growing 
orders by 250% with little to no marketing spend. 

Wishi is an innovative fashion technology business 
that brings together personal styling and online 
wardrobe management functionality to provide 
new clothing suggestions, personalised to the 
individual’s look. 

The innovative business has recently partnered  
with Farfetch to create a digital styling experience  
on their platform called ‘’The Wishi Widget’’.  
The partnership has already proved a hit, having 
already had a positive effect on conversion rate.  
The Farfetch partnership marks the first of many, 
with several other large e‑tailers in the pipeline. 

Stitch & Story and Crayola have partnered to 
empower everyone to go on a creative journey 
with craft – one they’ll stitch in full colour.

For over a century, Crayola has sparked 
imagination and ignited creativity all over  
the world. Crayola has asked Stitch & Story  
to partner with them in a unique strategic 
opportunity to help them tap into the millennial 
crafters market in the USA and beyond, starting 
with a product‑first approach and extending into 
immersive experiences for crafters.



New investments
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Vehicles themselves have evolved to the point 
where we are now seeing the widespread 
roll‑out of electric, connected and soon, 
autonomous vehicles. In contrast, vehicle 
support and care services haven’t changed 
in decades. Dropless is here to change that. 
We’re taking car care digital and sustainable, 
allowing our customers to take care of any 
need or issue with the tap of a button.

”

Christian Duncan
Co‑Founder and CEO of Dropless ”Since launching Dropless in early 2018 we 

have been on an amazing journey and we’re 
now extremely excited to begin this next 
chapter with the support of Pembroke VCT. 
Since our first meeting in November 2020,  
the Pembroke team has fully supported 
our vision to reshape vehicle management 
and with their support, we will be further 
advancing our technology stack, operational 
reach and marketing strategy.

”

Mike Grindy
Co‑Founder and CMO of Dropless ”
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Dropless was launched in 2018 by co‑founders Christian 
Duncan and Mike Grindy, to bring digital and sustainable 
innovation, alongside exceptional customer service, to 
vehicle owners globally.

Dropless’ current main service uses electric mopeds and 
bicycles to reach its clients to provide a water‑free vehicle 
cleaning service, saving up to 300 litres of water for every 
vehicle washed. Its innovative approach also means there 
is no run‑off wastewater, helping to preserve the local 
environment and allowing vehicles to be washed without 
the need for foul drainage.

As well as the environmental impact of the industry which 
Dropless reduces with its ‘waterless’ vehicle cleaning 
service, the innovative tech company also has a strong 
social mission. The car washing industry is the second 
worst for slave labour in the UK and Dropless seeks to 
combat this. Consumers and corporations are increasingly 
aware of the effects of their purchasing decisions, and 
businesses that are seen to participate in this industry 
now face a reputational risk. 

Date of Investment:  March 2021 
Amount invested by Pembroke:  £1,750,000
Percentage of ownership:  15.49%

Launched initially in Southwest London, Dropless’ 
tech‑enabled service now caters to both consumers and 
business fleets, including the likes of Amazon, Royal Mail 
and DPD. The company has subsequently expanded its 
reach to cover all of London, Bath, Bristol and Manchester 
with plans for further growth in 2021. Dropless has also 
extended its service to include scratch and dent repairs 
and vehicle servicing. 

Pembroke’s investment follows Dropless’ 400% growth 
over the course of 2020, despite challenges presented by 
the COVID‑19 pandemic. Over the year, Dropless worked 
with the NHS to apply its technology to disinfect and 
sterilise vehicles used to transport patients, a service 
which it is now rolling out to all customers.

This initial investment from Pembroke will be used to 
develop the Dropless app and its features, enabling 
users to book their chosen service. It will also support 
Dropless’ operational expansion including scaling both its 
marketing and technology teams as well as growth across 
the UK to meet the high demand for its services.

Tech-driven mobile service providing all vehicle needs in one place



Pembroke made an initial investment of £1.75 million into 
OnePlan, the collaborative, real‑time platform providing a 
single source of truth for event planners worldwide.

OnePlan was founded in 2019 by Paul Foster, an 
international crowd management expert, with the 
mission to dramatically simplify and enhance every 
step of the event planning process. OnePlan’s extensive 
event planning solutions allow organisers to collaborate 
in real‑time, centralising the entire process into one 
innovative platform.

Since launch, OnePlan has secured deals with some of 
the world’s best‑known brands such as Arsenal, Chelsea 
and the Brooklyn Nets NBA team, working with over 2,000 
events across 50 countries.

Event planning and management platform enabling safe events post-pandemic 

Pembroke’s investment follows the successful launch of 
OnePlan’s ‘Venue Twin’ solution earlier this year. The new 
offering provides a fully interactive, centimetre accurate 
3D digital twin of any venue, which reduces the need for 
site visits ahead of major events – resulting in significant 
cost savings, management time savings, and sustainability 
benefits through reduced travel.

The launch of Venue Twin was fast‑tracked due to the 
COVID‑19 pandemic to allow venues to generate revenue 
from a digital version of their site, whilst also allowing 
them to plan for the safe and socially distanced return of 
fans and event attendees.
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We’re excited to start the next leg of our journey with an 
amazing team of investors who share our vision for 

OnePlan. Above all, we’re passionate about 
continuing to help our customers create amazing 

events in a simpler and more efficient way

“

Paul Foster
Founder of OnePlan”

Date of Investment:  May 2021 
Amount invested by Pembroke:  £1,750,000
Percentage of ownership:  13.75% 



We invested £1 million into COAT, the high‑grade, 
sustainable paint company. COAT, which has been 
carbon‑neutral since launch, is revolutionising the 
home decorating experience by redefining the customer 
experience of purchasing paint.

Founded by Rob Abrahams and Rob Green in 2020, COAT 
was launched to address the negative aspects associated 
with the $90bn legacy paint industry and meet the needs 
of a more contemporary consumer by focusing on quality, 
sustainability and customer experience. Taking advantage 
of the founders’ combined experience in the paint industry 
and consumer marketing business, COAT offers a range of 
hand‑made‑to‑order paints with free next‑day delivery.

COAT has simple ‘paint principles’ designed to allow 
customers to transform their home without the struggle, 
with only three paint formulations and a curated range of 

Revolutionising the home decorating experience and challenging the premium players

on‑trend colours selected and constantly refined, based  
on customer feedback. Rather than wasteful tester pots, 
COAT offers fully recyclable peel‑and‑stick swatches 
that not only allow customers to compare colours easily 
in different areas but also achieve 95% less waste than 
traditional messy tester pots.

In the seven months since launch, COAT has built an 
engaged community of over 20,000 customers and has 
collaborated with other premium brands such as Urban 
Outfitters and Swoon.

COAT is proud to have been carbon neutral from day one, 
and places a huge emphasis on sustainability, which is 
evidenced in its Ethical Business report. Its made‑to‑order 
paint prioritises sustainable materials, results in zero‑waste 
production and is offered alongside environment‑friendly 
bamboo paint supplies.
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We started COAT to 
change the paint game for good 

– making it much simpler, easier and 
environmentally responsible for people  

to glow‑up their homes. Whether that’s from 
the curated range of 36 colours or clever  

Peel & Stick swatches, through to high‑grade  
water‑based paints and the Carbon Neutral 

operations. We’ve gone ‘ground up’ with COAT 
and built a paint company with a difference, 

that we can be proud of.

“

”Rob Green
Co‑Founder of COAT

Date of Investment:  June 2021 
Amount invested by Pembroke:  £1,000,000
Percentage of ownership:  22.22%



Sustainability is at the forefront of ME+EM’s business 
plan as they look to minimise negative impacts on people 
and the planet. The business has employed a Head of 
Sustainability due to start in September this year. 

The business has recently created an ‘Ethical and 
Sustainable road map’ to document their key objectives 
and timelines. The three key objectives cover: supply base, 
sourcing and recycled, reusable and recyclable packaging 
(the three R’s). 

Sourcing
To source and prioritise responsibly made fabrics, yarn 
and trims is essential for the high‑end fashion business. 
Buying and design practices are ethically responsible, fair, 
and reduce carbon emissions where possible. To achieve 
this standard, the company has introduced fully organic 
fabric and garments into the collection, reduced the use 
of non‑recycled polyester and committed to using organic, 
recycled or Better Cotton Initiative (BCI) certified cotton. 

Investing for a sustainable future
As sustainability has become more important for society 
and investors, we recently took time to reflect on our 
portfolio with a sustainability lens. We noticed that the 
businesses we invest in tend to also have an element of 
sustainability at their core – even though we do not 
actively seek out ‘sustainable investments’. It’s no surprise 
that businesses with strong values and purpose perform 
well, and we recognise that sustainability and 
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) topics are 
becoming more and more important to our investors, 
portfolio companies and wider stakeholders.

Our portfolio comprises numerous companies for which 
ESG is integrated into the foundations and values of the 
business. Dropless and COAT are perfect examples of 
these. Some of these companies are leaders in 
sustainability, having received, or are in the process of 
achieving, external environmental and social transparency 
certification. Conversely, others are just starting out in 
understanding how to approach ESG. Pembroke is 
committed to supporting all the companies within our 
portfolio in their ESG journey and understanding impacts 
of their operations on people and the planet. 

A few companies in our portfolio are certified as B Corp 
companies, meaning that they have gone through rigorous 
auditing and review, to assess their transparency and 
impact on society and the environment. These include 
Beryl and Rubies in the Rubble, while others are working 
towards achieving this status, so they are held 
accountable for how they impact the world.

These are a few examples of how some of the portfolio  
are implementing sustainable practices: 
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female founders
31%

male founders
69%

 
Diversity  

of founders is 
important to us as we 
believe it helps drive 

strong business values 
and performance.



Environmental impact is incorporated into the ethos  
of the Troubadour brand and the business has submitted 
its B Corp application and is working towards certification 
this year.

Troubadour create products which are designed to last for 
life. This founding principle of forever goods, is evident 
from their repair and reuse initiative. Troubadour partner 
with their customers to take mutual responsibility for 
the lifecycle of their products. This involves helping with 
repairs, reuse, and recycling to minimize the amount that 
goes to landfill. These services are all available in their 
brand new flagship store at 65 Beak Street in Soho.

The business also seeks to minimize its environmental 
impact when it comes to production and the supply  
chain. There is already too much plastic in the world,  
so Troubadour take existing plastic and put it to good  
use. Their most popular bag, the Apex Rucksack, is  
made from 44 plastic bottles. 
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The high-end nursery chain boasts a progressive 
curriculum for today’s children, setting them apart  
from other nurseries. 

One of the four pillars of their curriculum is Global 
Responsibility. The environmental curriculum intends 
to teach children how to care for and protect the 
environment and is supported heavily by daily  
Forest school sessions. It presents children with the 
opportunity to explore the ways we can protect and 
preserve our environment and explores some of the 
impacts of climate change. 
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The fashion business aims to embody inclusivity, equality, 
and diversity in everything they do. Heist developed and 
published their anti‑racism plan in 2020, of which they 
have activated all aspects, covering people, education, 
marketing and recruitment. 

In their continuous drive to lead from the front, Heist 
provided its team with unconscious bias training to 
expose implicit biases and to challenge automatic ways 
of thinking that may lead to discriminatory behaviour. 
In November 2020, Heist partnered with Chloe Pierre of 
Thy.Self to run a team‑wide workshop on diversity and 
inclusion to facilitate reflection on how the team and 
business can be more inclusive. 

The Nude Project 
In 2017, Heist set up The Nude Project to answer the 
question: Why does nude still exclude so many people? 
Heist worked with 100,000 women and used data science 
to find the answer. The result was seven newly created 
nude tights, suitable to a wider market of women than 
ever before. 

Sourced Market aligns with brands whose ambition  
to drive positive change in society is as important as 
creating a first‑in‑class product. 

Sourced Market offers a curated selection of locally 
sourced produce replicating the products and ambience 
found at a farmer’s market. 

Localism and seasonality has been ingrained in the 
Sourced Market brand since inception, and has become 
more important than ever during the pandemic. 85% of 
Sourced Market’s supplies come from within a ten‑mile 
radius of each site. The business is constantly striving  
to improve how they interact with producers to support 
local communities.


